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TRUMP WINS IN LANDSLIDE
VOWS IMMEDIATE ACTION ON EXECUTIVE ORDERS

HILLARY CLINTON TO RETIRE: "EXHAUSTED" FINANCIALLY, EMOTIONALLY, SAYS BILL
By EMMA WRAITH
WASHINGTON — Having once seemed so preordained it was likened to a coronation, the candidacy of Hillary Rodham Clinton, the nation’s would-be first female president, came to a jarring end yesterday with donors and party leadership sprinting openly in the wake of Tuesday’s crushing defeat, unable to fathom what went wrong — again.

Reports of grotesque overspending, internal dysfunction and ethical lapses dog every political endeavor Ms Clinton undertakes her most recent campaign was no exception. In February leaked fundraising memos showed donations cratering. Vice chairwoman and Muslim Brotherhood operative Huma Abedin left the campaign in March amid new allegations of misconduct by husband and chronic dick-wagger peddler Anthony Weiner. But it was Ms Clinton’s skewed speech — at an April roundtable that would prove most costly. Deliberate Wasserman Schultz, DNC chairperson and spineless swamp sow, cancelled all future DNC events in favor of Abedin Time, pre-recorded segments featuring Ms Clinton in a kiddie pool fielding questions from heavily-vetted Hispanic toddlers. Even then controversy erupted when 3-year-old Diego Mendez asked Ms Clinton “Is America a country?” and the Secretary answered, “Did you just put on my leg?”

Former President Bill Clinton, addressing gents at a Saudi benefit luncheon at The Clinton Foundation in New York, said of President-elect Trump’s historic margins, “Well, we got the turnout we wanted just not the votes. Sure, it’s disappointing, but I think my role in this is an unfair fight she’d win every time, I mean, you folks saw what was going on out there with the emails and the Benghazi crap. People calling her brain-damaged, confused, stupid, saying she’s always holier-than-thou, throwing stuff at my head — give me a break that only happened one time. Anyway, I’m just so proud of Hillary and the campaign she ran — the old badge left in all the field. Did I say badges? Don’t print that.

With a wink and a smile the former president passed the baton to our most remarkable daughter Chelsea who stood glowing in his shadow in a Vera Wang combo, championing the cause for substituting white rice for the long-grain, Himalayan-grown variety she specified in the 2000s as your 2016 mind!?” said the underachieving Stanford graduate. “Looseoong grain, I said. No say blanco. No say corta. Large? Comprensos. Good, now get me some fucking organic rice before I pick up my notes and my plane or they might not show up.

Afterwards, Ms Clinton spoke of her mother’s legacy. “This woman is like a mother to me,” said Bill. “She was there for me, she taught me how to win, and she showed me no one is invincible.”

SCAVINO EMERGES AS POLITICAL POWER BROKER
By KATHY BANSHEE (AP)

A relative unknown in Washington political circles prior to his appointment as senior advisor to Donald Trump, Daniel Scavino, it has been observed to stump in recent weeks, earning praise in a brilliant campaign.

President-elect Donald J. Trump joined supporters at a rally in Washington Square last night.
Food Aid Rises
U.S. remains the top donor to UN's World Food Program
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